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I.111 – Elite Crete Systems Bio
Elite Crete Systems Incorporated is a technical oriented, progressive and highly motivated company that specializes in the
manufacturing, formulation, distribution and training of specialty products for; decorative concrete, concrete restoration,
seamless interior flooring and industrial coatings.
Some of the areas of construction our products are used in are:
CONCRETE RESTORATION: Engineered as a viable alternative to simply tearing out and replacing structurally sound,
yet surface deteriorated concrete.


Surface restoration of pitted, worn, deteriorated and unsightly concrete. Typical repair starts at 1/16” thick over the
entire surface and can be finished with a smooth troweled surface or a conventional broom finished texture up to
several inches thick depending on need.



Regrading and restoration of uneven and trip hazard concrete. Regrading can range from several inches thick down
to a feathered edge.

EXTERIOR DECORATIVE APPLICATION: Ideal for driveways and patios, commercial and residential pool decks, public
and residential sidewalks, porticoes and more.


Thin stamped overlays can create the authentic look and feel of stone, brick, tile, slate and more to nearly any existing
concrete surface.



Splatter textures add an aesthetic color pattern and non-slip texture to nearly any existing concrete surface.



Slate trowel down finishes are an easy way to achieve a stone texture to any existing concrete surface.

INTERIOR CUSTOM SEAMLESS FLOORING: Ideal for retail stores, shopping malls, office complexes, schools, sports
arenas, medical offices and residential flooring.


Applications such as smooth finished overlays and chemical staining are quickly becoming the specified floor covering
for commercial and residential flooring where high traffic yet custom finishes are desired.

As the industry's leading product manufacturer and supplier, we not only set the standard for thin polymer concrete
overlay systems, seamless interior floor systems and protective coatings but we also continue to raise the bar. With over
20 years of experience we have the proven knowledge, ability, resources, manufacturing & technical staff to remain one of
the most technologically advanced leading manufacturers in the industry.
Our products use the most advanced chemical technology in hybrid polymers, cements, colors and various paint resins.
Time tested and proven, our products have been specified and successfully used by thousands of contractors, architects,
engineers and public works agencies around the world on millions of square feet.
The unsurpassed quality of our products begins with our proprietary formulations for hybrid polymer resins for cement
modification. Other technologically advanced products include: high performance sealers based off of complex methylmethacrylate, polyamide, polyurea and polyaspartic resins, reactive chemical stains, translucent antiquing stains and dye,
release agents and more.
Our client base consists of concrete contractors, builders, architects, engineering firms, construction related supply
companies, decorative concrete product manufacturers & suppliers, municipalities, government agencies and commercial
& industrial flooring companies.
As this industry continues to flourish, more and more companies claiming to have quality products will become available.
Elite Crete Systems, Inc. will continue to lead the way, providing contractors with the security and sense of mind that they
are using the most advanced and proven products available in the industry today and for many years to come.
The information herein is general information to assist our customers in determining whether our products are suitable for their specific applications. Our products are intended for sale to commercial and industrial customers. We require that
customers should inspect and test our products before use to satisfy themselves as to the content and suitability for the applications they intend to use our products for. Nothing herein shall constitute any warranty expressed or implied,
including any warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, nor is any protection from any law or patent to be inferred. The exclusive remedy for all proven claims is replacement of our materials and in no event shall we be
liable for incidental or consequential damages.
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